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Helped to change the way I eat, think and move, EVERY single day!! I recommend it because of its
nutritionally sound approach to slimming down, its comprehensiveness, and its heart! This book provides
helped me to find a manageable and more well balanced method of the weight loss procedure and Personally
i think healthier than I have in years!"Give it 30 days. Tbh, that was simpler to do before a life-altering event
remaining me with far more OF. Together with your support, I can DO THAT. Touches of all of my
weaknesses, begins with motivation, simple answers to begin with, don't try to climb the mountain before
you can walk up the hill.ME. I used to believe that eating healthy foods was the thing I had to do to maintain
my figure;! The truth is, it's not nearly weight loss; Can a book on dieting be fun?Which does.Nothing at all
happens overnight, as the saying goes, but this one thing has: I feel more of a feeling of ease, self-awareness,
self-control and wellbeing in general. This book has helped me recognize that Food is not the enemy and
that I must be willing to do the work to reach your goals at slimming down. ha!.. It's a user-friendly how-to
help for optimal health through nutritional eating, exercising, and stress reduction.? Instead of thinking of
food in an effort to make ourselves experience better, Ruth displays the reader they are able to consume to
live!! (No pun intended.. Thanks Ruth!) Laugh WHEN YOU Lose: This Book Offers EVERYTHING! it's
about finding an approach to healthy living that functions. Yes, Ruth Frechman offers achieved that in The
Food Is MY PAL Diet! No good foods, no bad foods -- some are simply overall healthier. Easy to
Undertand, Easy to Do! Record keeping essential but my attitude is definitely key.! This book is a good step
by step guide to finally slimming down This book is a superb step-by-step guide to finally losing weight.!. I
recommended this book to my aunt who is really struggling to lose excess weight due to emotional reasons
and mind blocks - I'd highly recommend this publication to anyone not sure why they cannot commit to
losing weight Your Personal Nutritionist on Call 24/7 Ruth Frechman's THE MEALS is MY PAL Diet is so
much more than another weight-loss book. What do you have to lose? There is indeed much valuable
information packed into this easy-to-digest format that there ought to be a method to ingrain it into our
brains for 24/7 access therefore we keep it in mind each time we reach for a chocolate chip cookie! Healthy
Eating I have had the enjoyment of hearing Ruth speak on a number of topics as well as healthy eating
habits at our Toastmaster meetings. We are both associates of Rising Celebrity Toastmasters Club 1653
which meets at 6:00 pm on the first and third Tuesday of every month at the Burbank Police and Fire
Station, Burbank, California. I really enjoyed the workbook design that Ruth used to guide and teach. This
reserve has helped me recognize that .... I love that the author says it so basically: "food is my pal..... A
down to earth method of weight management I loved this book for its practical method of weight and food.
Meals is hardly ever the enemy in fact it is just meals. For this gem of a reserve makes you smile, thanks to
the humorous feedback of comedian Jackie Fabulous, but it is also informative and inspiring since it
provides helpful equipment needed to be successful at weight loss. Five Stars It is what I expected, and
owner was prompt in shipping the book to me. Eat Healthy and Properly. Great book and incredibly helpful,
specially for people who want to loose weight. Points out if goals too much to reevaluate. This book can
definitely help you towards your way and finding the best methods of how exactly to eat healthy. Definitely
recommend to anyone who is struggling with weight loss and/or looking to modification their lives for the
better!. This reserve has everything, and my copy is certainly bookmarked with post-its for places I want to
go back to often. Also a step by step technique and reminders as to why we make changes in diet, behaviors
and choices in addition to not professing to to becoming perfect. I recommend it. This book is an excellent
resource for anyone who desires to create new eating .. Eating for wellness is a good way to change our
attitude about food. This book is an excellent resource for anyone who desires to create new eating habits
that will shed pounds in an positive and fun manner. Ruth is a motivating trainer who presents user-friendly
strategies and tips that are easy to use. I recommend this book to persons who are seriously interested in
making a healthy life-style change. Thank you Ruth for posting this great program with the world. Great
Read and Excellent Tips from a Registered Dietitian!! This book definitely shows you how to change the



way you appear at food while making changes in lifestyle (consuming food, exercising, and reducing stress)
that will help improve your health from a specialist, a Registered Dietitian and Certified FITNESS
EXPERT. Easy to comprehend, love how it provides room that you can write your comments! Make my
very own goals, using the book because a guide. The writer understands the difficulties of slimming down
but encourages you on your own journey as she gives assistance on setting goals, monitoring your food as
well as your emotions, and overcoming obstacles, while at the same time making sure you have important
nutritional info and motivational help. Thanks Ruth! I by no means loved dieting, but her program is a
method to enjoy loosing excess weight. Maybe not loosing weight, but enjoying food that keeps you much
healthier. Well organized, readable and understand. She appears to know what she is talking about!
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